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Roosevelt's New Deal is a major event in the twentieth Centuryhistory, during
the New Deal the Roosevelt government to implemented the largest "public works"
plan since the founding of the America .As noted that public work, people connected
in 1935 the establishment of the Work Profress Administration in mind. Work
Profress Administration(WPA) set up for the purpose of relief, then it solved part
of American employment situation, thousands on thousands of families benefit from
the programe worked by this institution. Today,the material, spiritual legacy left by
WPA have still affected life of American. Because the federal government has huge
fiscal spending, which is different from the traditionalof America "autonomous", it
caused the people widely discussed the WPA. This article mainly dissertate in the
background of the Roosevelt’s New Deal, WPA’s work as well as the influence and
limitations. This paper is divided into four chapters:
The first chapter mainly introduces the background of WPA. Before the
Roosevelt’s government,America took public works projects to promote economic
development of precedent, just no specialized institution. During the New Deal,
there were some specialized institution before the WPA, but as work efficiency and
political struggle and other reasons, in 1935 April, President Roosevelt, by virtue of
the emergency relief Appropriation Bill issued 7034th executive orders, appointed
Harry Hopkins to organize a development of small public project management
mechanism ,that is, project promotion bureau.
The second chapter discusses the WPA’s activities. The Great Depression made
America people into the difficult position, the establishment of the WPA is in order
to solve the survival, development of American. WPA widely absorbed unemployed
across the country, to carry out various forms of work relief projects, to improve
American infrastructures , to train a large number of talented people.
The third chapter mainly describes the WPA’s problems and reasons existing















government responsibility, caused people to debate the administration permission of
the WPA. Before the WPA established the federal government faced the problem of
work relief projects in advance to consider the project value or the problem of
employment.Project. In the balance of two purpose ,the WPA in the light of spirit of
humanism inclined to "remedy" . Under the state of emergency the WPA
established for relief , political struggle and operation mode is the main reason of the
WPA criticized. In this chapter specially discusses the publicity strategy error,
highlight the public media and public opinion on the modern government.
The conclusion part analysis the WPA from two aspects : although the WPA
only a temporary agencies,it left many valuable heritage to America, some of the
infrastructure is still used for people, the people benefit from the WPA play an
important role in the development of America, on behalf of the changes of federal
government. On the other hand,the WPA suffered criticism.
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的词汇，而是命名为工程振兴局（Work Progress Administration）（1939 年
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